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بر زنده يک تن مــــباد چو کشور نباشـد تن من مبـــــــاد       بدين بوم و  
 همه سر به سر تن به کشتن دهيم        از آن به که کشور به دشمن دهيم
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Gozareshgaran Appeal Call: 
15.12.2022 
 

We have to stop the killing machine of political 
prisoners and recent detainees in Iran! 

Freedom loving people of the world, 

In parallel with the uprising of the Iranian people, the roar of their revolution has targeted 

the fundamental principles of the Islamic Republic, that is why the repressive apparatus of 

this unpopular regime, in order to create the public atmosphere of fear and terror, have 

resorted to the execution of the imprisoned political prisoners and the recent activists of 

the uprising’s arrestees. 

The execution of a 23 year old man - Mohsen Shekari - one of the recent detainees of the 

current uprising, was reported on Thursday, 8th of December, 2022. He was murdered on 

false accusation charges by the criminals who rule our country – Iran. This criminal act of 

the biased judicial system of the Islamic Republic, led to public anger and hatred, and 

public outcry, protest campaigns condemning this anti-human act by international 

organizations, personalities and artists… 

The lives of many brave sons and daughters of our country are in danger in prisons and 

torture dungeons of the Islamic Republic. 

Currently, the lives of the many detainees of the recent uprising are in danger of execution, 

because there is no end to the vengeful madness of the ruling officials. Suppression, long 

imprisonment, torture, execution, using shotguns, ammunition of war such as 

Kalashnikovs and machine guns are the only response from the Islamic Republic against 

the empty handed Iranian protestors and revolutionaries, demanding their basic human 

rights. 
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The Islamic Republic executes and hangs the political prisoners, attacks the demonstrators 

with tear gas, bullets, shotguns, batons, and war weapons. Universities have become 

garrisons, and prisons all over the country are filled with intellectuals, brave young men 

and women of our country-Iran. 

Freedom-seeking people of the world, 

Today, it is not allowed to be silent in the face of the Islamic Republic’s brutality, torture 

and execution. Our silence will leave the ruling class’s hands more open to continue their 

usual criminal activities, and we must not be silent witnesses, but to expose and spread 

more and more of the horrible Islamic regimes crimes. 

Leila Hossainzadeh, SepidehGholian, Toomaj Salehi, Majid Tavakoli, Reza Shahabi, 

Hassan Saeedi, Davoud Razavi, and hundreds of political prisoners and many labor, 

women, teachers, artists, writer’s activists, and around 20 thousand protesters, who have 

been arrested in the last eighty-three days of the uprising, are under interrogation and 

enduring all kinds of medieval tortures. 

We, the signatories of this appeal, call to strongly condemn the heinous crimes committed 

by the Islamic Republic officials against Mohsen Shekari, calling on all progressive 

organizations and human rights defenders, to not remain silent and do whatever is at their 

disposal to act upon this, legally. 

We believe that by turning a blind eye to the execution of Mohsen Shekariwill, lead to 

brutal executions, and all of the recent huge number of detainees, political prisoners and 

prisoners of conscience, must be released immediately and unconditionally, and those 

responsible for such insane madness actions, must be brought to justice in a competent 

court. 

We will join the spontaneous campaign of condemning the Islamic Republic’s crimes 

against humanity in prisons and declare that our people in Iran have made their decision 

and demanded the removal of the entire ruling tyranny, and at international levels, the 

Islamic Republic is not their representative and spokesperson. 

We believe that the Iranian people, with their powerful determinations and wills in a 

nationwide broad voice of solidarity and unity, together, can put an end to and stop the 

murderous machine of the Islamic ruling regime in prisons. 

Gozareshgarn 

09/12/2022 

Site Address: 

 www.gozareshgar.com 
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The names of the supporters: 

Azar Mahloujian - Author and translator 

Anvar Mirsatari - human rights activist 

Abolfazl Ordoukhani 

Asghar Nosrati ( Chehreh ) 

Arash Kamangar - Political and media activists 

Ajdar Amiri - Political activist 

Akbar Deylami - factory worker 

Asghar Zeynoldin - Political activist 

Ali Pichgah - Labor activist 

Ali Samad - Political activist 

Ahmad Eskandari - political analyst 

Ali Akbar Hadipour - Political activist 

Abdolsalam Molaahmadi 

Amin Bayat - Political activist 

Ahmad Azizpour - Political activist 

Ali Satari - Political activist and former political prisoner 

Amir Mirzaian - Political activist and former political prisoner 

Amador Navidi - Political and media activists 

Ali Damavandi - Political and media activists 

Bagher Ebrahimzadeh - Political activist and former political prisoner 

Bijan Bahadori 

Bahram Rahmani - political analyst 

Bijan Sina - political activist 

Bahram Soltani - human rights activist 

Behrouz Sooren - Political activist and former political prisoner 

Behnam Changai - political activist 

Bakhtiar Pourkhezri - political activist 

Dr. Zari Shams - Former university professor 

Dr. Majid Moshayedi - Political activist 

Davoud Ahmadloo - Political activist 

Dr. Hasan Najebhashem - human rights activist 

Efat Mahbaz – writre and former political prisoner 
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Ebrahim Pouyan - Political activist 

Esmail Fatahi - human rights activist 

Ehsan Sabet - Political activist 

Ebad Amouzad - political analyst 

Fati Haghpanah - Women's rights activist 

Fatemeh Sobhani - Women's rights activist 

Farid Mohamadi 

Fatemeh Rezai - human rights activist 

Fathieh Yazdi Zarkesh - Women's rights activist and human rights activist 

Farhad Besharat - human rights activist 

Gholam Asgari - labor activist in exile 

Gholamreza Morshedian – musician 

Homa Moradi - Independent left activist, feminist 

Hassan Tavana 

Hossein Maleki - Political activist and former political prisoner 

Hossein Mahini - Cinematographer-photographer 

Hasan Hesam - Left-wing political analyst and political activist 

Hossein Naghipour - Political and media activists 

Houzan Khaledian  - Asylum seeker cartoonist in Germany 

Jaleh Sahand - Political activist and former political prisoner 

J. Safai - Poet 

Jalil Hosseni 

Javad Oskoui 

Jamshid  Safapour - Labor activist 

Jafar Hosseinzadeh - Political activist 

Kamran Chahtel – Ankara, Turkey 

Kiarash Shariatjoo - human rights activist 

Khalifeh Mousavi - Political activist 

Khodamorad Fouladi - researcher 

K. Alvand - political analyst 

Kambiz Fatehi - Environmental researcher - asylum seeker in Germany 

Kambiz Gilani - Poet 

Kamran Paydar - Political activist 

Mahboubeh Meshkin 
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Mehrafagh moghimi Niaki - Political activist and former political prisoner 

Mahshid Pegahi - Women's rights activist and human rights activist 

Minoo Homayli - Political and women's rights activist and former political prisoner 

Mohamad Hassan Noparvar 

Manouchehr Taghavi Bayat - Former university professor and political analyst 

Majid Ajang - political analyst and media activists 

Mohamad reza Jusefi 

Majid Darabeygi - Political activist and former political prisoner 

Mohamad Nazari - Protesting asylum seeker in Germany 

Mahmoud Zirak 

Nasrin Ahmadi - Women's rights activist 

Neda Noavar - Women's rights activist 

Nosrat Teymourzadeh 

Nader Sani - political analyst, Teacher 

Naser Johari 

Omar Minai - Labor activist 

Parisa Pouyandeh - Responsible for the Committee of Struggle for the Release of Political 

Prisoners 

Parwin Malek - Women's rights activist 

Parviz Mirmokri – Poet 

Pirooz Zoorchang - Political activist and former political prisoner 

Roya Ghiasi - The deceased family of the sixties, political activist 

Reza Baghri – Poet, Writer and political activist 

Rasoul Shokati - Political activist and former political prisoner 

Reza Bishetab – Poet 

Rasoul Kamal 

Rashid Mohamadi - Asylum seeker artist and actor in Germany 

Rouzbeh Kouroghli - Labor activist 

Soraya Fatahi - Political activist 

Shahla Abghari - Political activist and university professor 

Shahla Safai - Women's rights activist 

Sima Sahebi – political activist and human rights, and litigator ,Germany 

Sholeh Zamini - human rights activist 

Simin Esfahani - Political activist and Women's rights activist 
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Shirin Ahmadi Sarvestani - Asylum seeker poet in Turkey 

Saba Rahi - political activist 

Siavosh Abghari - Political activist and university professor 

Sirvan Enayati - Journalist living in the United States 

Siamak Jahanbakhsh - political activist 

Sam Montazeri - Political and media activists 

Sedigh Jahani – Labor activist 

Sirvan Mansouri - Journalist and director of the Hana-Asylum Seeker website in Turkey 

Siavosh Karsaz - human rights activist 

Taraneh Rousta - human rights activist and Woman rights activist 

Tonia Valioghlou - Women's rights activist 

Zaman Masoudi – Hamburg, Germany, Political activist of the international women's 

movement 

Signed by Organizations: 

The International Exile Film Festival – Sweden  

EUROPERSE 

Iranian Freedom and Welfare Party 

Iran Info - Wien 

Ismail Khoi Foundation 

Child labor 

Signed by sites and weblogs: 

Agahi news 

https://agahi.news 

Sozialism Emrouz 

http://www.simroz.or 

Radio Payam – Canada 

https://radiopayam.ca 

neveshteha 

https://neweshtejat.blogspot.com 

Etehad Kargari 

https://www.etehad-k.com 

Sedaye Mardom 

https://www.sedayemardom.net  

Eshterak Wordpress 
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https://eshtrak.wordpress.com 

 

Rozh Halat 

https://t.me/SedayRozhHalat 

Reza Bishetab 

http://rezabishetab.blogfa.com 

Majid Moshayedi 

https://m-moshayedi.com 

Akhgar 

https://amadornavidi.wordpress.com 

The news blog of the Worker's Organization 

Facebook page "For the great union of supporters of socialism" 

Gozareshgaran 

http://gozareshgar.com 

12.12.2022 

 


